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Comparative Study of Fingerprint Database Indexing Methods
Abstract—Nowadays, there are large country-sized finger-
print databases for identification purposes, for border access
controls and also for Visa issuance procedures around the
world. Fingerprint indexing techniques aim to speed up the
research process in automatic fingerprint identification systems.
Therefore, several preselection, classification and indexing
techniques have been proposed in the literature. However,
the proposed systems have been evaluated with different
experimental protocols, that makes it difficult to assess their
performances. The main objective of this paper is to provide
a comparative study of fingerprint indexing methods using
a common experimental protocol. Four fingerprint indexing
methods, using naive, cascade, matcher and Minutiae Cylinder
Code (MCC) approaches are evaluated on FVC databases
from the Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC) using the
Cumulative Matches Curve (CMC) and for the first time using
also the computing time required. Our study shows that MCC
gives the best compromise between identification accuracy and
computation time.
Keywords-Biometrics, matching, indexing, fingerprint, minu-
tiae, quality metrics, NFIQ2, Locality-sensitive Hashing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fingerprint biometric systems use fingerprint characteris-
tics (unique, permanent and easy-to-acquire properties) for
people recognition. Fingerprint databases are widely used for
border control and administrative procedures. For example,
Aadhaar is the largest biometric database, with more than 1
billion persons, built for indian population [16].
Two tasks are mainly achieved by biometric systems:
verification and identification. Verification task, also
referred as 1-1 matching, consists on deciding whether a
person, who claims an identity, is or is not the owner of
that identity. Verification systems are evaluated with two
accuracy metrics: False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False
Reject Rate (FRR). The FAR is inversely related to FRR.
Identification task, also referred as 1-N matching aims to
find a target person in a biometric database. Identification
task requires a long computation time to carry out
the comparisons against all database entries. Moreover,
performing all comparisons increases the identification error
rates [9].
Therefore, classification, clustering and indexing
strategies are prominent to achieve the identification task
in limited time. The first objective of indexing method is
to split and filter a large database, to reduce the list of
candidates. This is measured by the Penetration Rate (PR)
computed as PR = #candidates∗100database Size .
The second objective is to ensure that the list of candidates
contains the target. This is measured by the Hit Rate (HR)
computed as HR = #Well IdentifiedCandidates∗100#Total IdentifiedCandidates Test .
The objective for an indexing method applied to fingerprint
identification is to tend PR to 0 and HR to 100.
The main challenge in fingerprint identification is to
achieve both high speed and accuracy. The recently proposed
algorithms used different experimental protocols and have
been evaluated on different fingerprint databases [18], [5].
Therefore, it is not simple to objectively compare the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithms. In this paper, we provide
a comparative study of various state-of-the-art indexing
algorithms. To our knowledge, such a comparative study
was never proposed in previous works. This is our main
contribution to an important topic in biometrics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion II, various indexing algorithms applied to fingerprint
identification are presented. Section III describes the four
selected methods for our comparative study. In section IV,
a common experimental protocol is proposed and evaluation
performances are exposed. Conclusions and perspectives are
given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
There are two main categories for fingerprint features:
global and local features. For global features, fingerprint
representation uses the core point, ridges shapes, ridges
number and singular points such as delta and loop [13]. On
the other hand, local representation uses fingerprint minutiae
points and pores to build a solid geometric neighborhood
features (Triplets, quadruplets, circle or cylinder arround
minutiae) [9].
Generally, the problem of database searching is adressed
using three strategies: classification, clustering and indexing.
Classification is a supervised learning approach while clus-
tering uses an unsupervised learning technique. Indexing is
the combination of classification and clustering by assigning
an index number to each database entry. Figure 1 shows the
identification process using a classification/indexing strategy.
The first classification method was proposed by Henry [6]
in 1900 based on global features extraction. He proposed
partitioning fingerprint databases into five classes: right
loop, left loop, whorl, arch and tented arch. In [8], the
authors proposed a five-class based classification. In order
to improve the accuracy rate, they used the core point and
built 48 areas of interest arround this point. In [17], [1], [10],
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Figure 1. Fingerprint identification process of an input fingerprint with a
large database of size M. Identification strategies such as classification or
indexing are used to retrieve a shortlist of k candidates for next verification
step (on Matcher box). Note’s, k << M
authors proposed to increase the number of classes (from five
to nine) to achieve better performances. However, exclusive
classification into five to nine fingerprint classes is limited by
the small number of classes [6]. Thus, fingerprint indexing
methods are used in recent works to improve the PR and
HR.
Although many approaches used indexing strategy, they
focused on fingerprint features representation as a discrim-
inatory factor. In [15], a valuable review of fingerprint
indexing methods was presented. In [7], an original indexing
fingerprint method based on minutiae quadruplets was de-
scribed. In [12] and [11] an expanded Delaunay triangulation
(triplets) and minutiae pairs was proposed to develop a
fingerprint indexing method with good performances. A new
triplets scheme for fingerprint indexing was detailled in [18]
while in [2], the authors proposed a comprehensive approach
to reduce the list of possible candidates index. Note that
indexing methods are generally based on the local features
because they seem to be the most discriminative features.
III. SELECTED METHODS
In this part, we describe the selected methods for the
comparative study. These methods are based on basic,
cascade, matcher and MCC approaches. We choose these
methods for their simplicity, good performances and the
fact that our fingerprint representation is appropriate for
their implementation. These methods are evaluated in terms
of HR and PR along with the computing time.
Let’s D be a database of size M and mi is a matcher. mi
is characterized by FAR, FRR and a computation time
for matching ti. We note Time the time required for a
fingerprint searching in D.
A. Basic method
The basic method for the identification task is also known
as the naive one. It consists on considering identification as
multiple successive verifications. In the database D, an input
fingerptint I is compared to all M fingerprints to return a
shortlist of best scores. The time required to compute basic
is Time = M ∗ ti.
Figure 2. Cascade chain for fingerprint identification
B. Cascade method
Cascade method is a combination of successive naive
methods. Generally, the faster a matching algorithm is, the
less precise it is. Therefore, the cascade is forged by the
fastest matching algorithm at the front and the most accurate
algorithm at the end (see figure 2). The time required to
compute cascade is Time =
∑l
i=1 ki−1 ∗ ti.
C. Matcher method
The matcher method was introduced by Arun Ross [5]
for fingerprint indexing. This method was proposed to build
a new input fingerprint index by using other specific fin-
gerprints as references. Fingerprints which produce a high
variance of matching scores against other fingers are chosen
as references (discriminative property). These n references
are at most 5% of M. Then, a quantification process used a
threshold value to discretize each matching score against
the references. The size of the created index is equal
to the number of the chosen references. To retrieve the
list of candidates for an input fingerprint I , the matching
scores are only computed against references and then, the
candidates list is the closest set of fingerprints to I according
to the Hamming distance. This representation depends on
the number of references n, discretization interval b and
maximum Hamming distance, considered as valid, d. We
compute the time as Time = n ∗ ti
D. Mcc method
Minutiae Cylinder Code (MCC) is a binary representation
of a fingerprint proposed by Capelli et al. in [3]. Authors
described each minutiae of a fingerprint as a discretized
binary cylinder which represents its neighborhood. Locality-
sensitive Hashing (LSH) shows good performances for high
binary dimension reduction. It is performed with MCC to
create an indexing method as explained in [4]. l multiple
LSH functions are executed to index each minutia of each
fingerprint template. The intuition is that the minutiae of
similar templates have a good chance of being under the
same index value for a reduced h dimension (h << n).
To retrieve a shortlist for an input query fingerprint, the
identifiers of template models that share the maximal indexes
with the query are selected. We roughly assume MCC
identification time is given as Time = l ∗ ti.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
In this section, fingerprint databases are presented. Then
parameters of the selected methods are fixed. Finally, exper-
imental results in terms of CMC and computing time are
exposed.
A. Fingerprint Databases
To evaluate the four selected methods, we show the result
on Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC) databases
FVC 2002DB1. This database contains 100 individuals
and 8 samples per person. We also combined eleven FVC
databases (2000DB1 to 2006DB4) to build challenging
large database. This database is ten times larger than
FVC2000DB1. We use the best sample, provided by NFIQ2
metric [14], for enrolment and the rest as queries.
B. Parameters Setups
Table I shows the performance of the different match-
ing algorithms in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER) and
computing time. EER is obtained with the threshold where
FAR=FRR. The algorithms are commercial.1 Basic method
is applied with algo4. For cascade approach, algo1, algo2
and alog4 are executed in this order (see Figure 2). Matcher
method is performed with algo3 using parameters such as:
b = 2, n = 5 and d = 3. As previously explained,
MCC method does not require a matching algorithm and
its parameters are given such as: n = 1532, h = 32, l = 25,
min = 5. Note that if the number of bit ’1’ in the minutiae
hash is less than min, the minutiae is rejected.
Matcher algo1 algo2 algo3 algo4
EER 0.095 0.078 0.04 10−2
ti 10
−1 1.1 ∗ 10−1 2 ∗ 10−1 6.7 ∗ 10−1
Table I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MATCHING ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF
EER AND COMPUTING TIME ti IN MILLISECOND ON EACH SIMPLE FVC
DATABASE.
C. Experimental results
The main contribution of the proposed study is to evaluate
different indexing methods, with the same databases and
ressources. The CMC (Cumulative Matches Curve), which
combines PR and HR, is computed. We also add the
computing time for each indexing method performance
metrics for indexing methods. These conditions allow us to
provide a solid and common environment benchmark for
the different pre selection methods.
Figure 3 shows the CMC of basic, cascade, matcher and
MCC methods. Furthermore, the computation time for each
method is respectively 67, 21, 1 and 5 milliseconds for
this database of 100 individuals. According to this CMC,
1Due to confidence issues, we are not allowed to communicate the name
of commercial systems.
the basic method seems to perform as the best. This is
explained by two reasons. Firstly, the fingerprint query
is compared to all database entries. Secondly, the best
matching 1-1 algorithm (algo4) is used. However, the basic
method gives the longest computing time. Therefore, this
method is not appropriate for large database (as Aadhaar
one as for example).
The cascade method shows similar performances as the
basic method. However, for the figure 3 , the CMC shows
worse performances. As previously mentionned, the front
matching algorithm for the cascade approach is algo1. The
errors made by this algorithm cannot be recovered by the
following matching algorithms (algo2 and algo4), which
explains the difference with the basic approach results.
The matcher method presents the worst performances. For
example, to obtain a HR greater than 75%, the PR need
to exceed 50%. On the other hand, for this method the
computing time is the shortest because the indexes are
computed from few matching references (just five matching
1-1 in our case and only 1millisecond required).
Figure 4 shows the CMC of basic, cascade, matcher and
MCC methods, computed on the combined FVC databases.
This explains the accuracy results under real conditions of
challenging and large database. The MCC method seems
to be the best identification strategy. Although the database
is more complex, It achieves the best performance. The
CMC curve is as good as the CMC of a simple FVC
database which contains just 100 individuals (Green curves
are the same for figures 3 and 4). The accuracy of basic
and cascade methods has dropped sharply and show that
these methods are not adapted to large database.
So, the MCC appraoch presents the best compromise
between performances and computing time. For a
challenging and very short database, such as FVC2002DB1
(fig.3), the MCC obtains similar result as basic approach
and outperforms cascade and matcher approaches. We
notice that for a PR = 10%, the HR > 95%. Moreover,
for a large databases (more than 1000 individuals), MCC
keeps the same CMC accuracy shape. This confirms that
the MCC indexing strategy is independant from database
complexity.
This study allows us to point out the following
conclusions: The basic and cascade are not suited for
very large databases more than 1000 individuals. These
approaches are totally rely on the performances of the 1−1
matching algorithm and are only appropriate for small-sized
database (at most hundred of people). The Matcher method
is appropriate for real-time application but depends on the
performances of the discretization technique. The MCC
technique is resistant to the quality of the figerprints and
gives the best compromise between accuracy and computing
time.
Figure 3. CMC identification performance on database FVC2002DB1
Figure 4. CMC identification performance on combined FVC databases
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
This paper provides a comparative study of four fin-
gerprint indexing methods. Basic, cascade, matcher and
MCC approaches are selected to conduct this study. The
main contribution of this paper is to compare the indexing
methods under a common experimental protocol using FVC
databases and also proposed a challenging large database
for assessing indexing methods. Our study shows that MCC
gives the best results in terms of CMC and computing time.
In addition, we noticed that indexing techniques based on
cascade approach depends on the 1-1 matching algorithms
and the quality of fingerprint databases.
Future works will be dedicated to extend this paper
and details about each implemented method against more
databases.
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